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NETWORKING SELF-ACCESS: LINKING
LANGUAGE·EDUCATION WITH COMMUNITY

ABSTRACT
In an attempt to balance the current overemphasis on transactional
discourse and advocating the incorporation of a variety of speech types
prevalent in the possible conununities to which the students would be
affiliated, the Self-Access Centre at Lingnan College explores the potentials
of ne.tworking in both the traditional and contemporary senses.

A

possibl~
meeting point
proponents and opponents of
self-access language pedagogy is
the idea that a self-access centre
functioning as a sound and video
library would limit its potential
and might actually degenerate into
a form of audio lingua1ism (Pang,
1994, forthcoming).
In a fastdeveloping and intricate society
like
Hong
Kong,
learner
independence, the usual rationale
means
the
for
self-access,
possession of skills to operate in
a wide variety of contexts
professional, academic and social.
Apart from linguistic competence,
learners need sociolinguistic and
pragmatic competence, which means
that
any
realistic
language
programme would have to take into
account the count less poss ib le
encounters
and
situational
variables in society, so that
learners would eventually be able
to speak in "different voices for
different occasions" (Kress, 1987).
Learners a1so need to deve 1op
competence in two broad discourse
and
types
interactional
tr.ansactional.
To achieve this
goal, a self-access centre would
have to offer learners access to
various communities, some of which
may di sp lay high ly spec ia1ized
discourse characteristics.

betw~en

Self-access learning can help
adjust the current privi leging of
transactional discourse, especially
in ESP areas. Incorporating phatic
communiofl functions in the language
curriculum
would
forestall
pragmatic failure on the learners'
part when they stand the test of
real world interaction. Problems in
business transaction can result
from sociopragmatic failure to use
approp~iate
interactional
discourse, especially politeness
strategies (Pang and Klassen,
1993).
One possible answer is to
establish pedagogical links through
networking - networking not only in
the current sense of electroni~
ma i1 ing,
but
also
in
the
traditional sense of establishing
personal and social networks.
Participation in such networks will
train learners in the use of
appropriate
language,
thereby
enhancing their sociopragmatic and
pragmalinguistic skills. Since the
world is a global village in which
"the message trave 1s faster than
the messenger" (McLuhan, 19671,
learners should be given th~
opportunity
to
network
With
geographically distant communities.
A hierarchy of communities
and hence networks that a selfaccess centre might have to ta;ke
into consideration is summarized in

